Hannah Arendt’s Book on Totalitarianism

A Short Documentation of Its History

In Hannah Arendt’s lifetime, her book on totalitarianism saw five English and four German editions. The history of the work, from 1951 to 1975, is characterized by the English and German texts influencing each other and, at the same time, keeping their own identities. The last edition in English supervised by the author was the »new edition with added prefaces« published by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich in 1973; and in German, the three-volume edition published by Ullstein Verlag in 1975.

The individual stages of the book’s English-German history can briefly be described as follows:

1951 – first English edition

In early 1951, The Origins of Totalitarianism appears in the New York publishing house Harcourt Brace and Company, with a parallel edition under the title The Burden of Our Time being released in London by Secker and Warburg. – This first English edition contains a »preface« by its author, thirteen chapters arranged in three parts (Imperialism, Antisemitism, Totalitarianism), a bibliography and an index. The last chapter is entitled »Concluding Remarks.«

1955 - first German edition

Under the title Elemente und Ursprünge totaler Herrschaft [Elements and Origins of Total Domination], the German publishing house Europäische Verlagsanstalt (Frankfurt/Main) publishes Hannah Arendt’s own translation of the English work. – While translating, Arendt reworked parts of the text, wrote a new preface for her German readers, and replaced the »Concluding Remarks,« i.e., chapter 13, with the essay »Idéologie und Terror: Eine neue Staatsform,« a revised reprint of her contribution to the Festschrift dedicated to her teacher Karl Jaspers on the occasion of his 70th birthday. The edition is preceded by a Geleitwort [Foreword] from Jaspers’s pen, which remained the introductory piece in all German editions with the exception of the 1958 Sonderausgabe and the three-volume Ullstein paperback of 1975 (see below).

1958 – second English edition

Meridian (New York) and Allan & Unwin (London) publish the second, enlarged edition, both as The Origins of Totalitarianism. – Relying on her German translation, Hannah Arendt reworked the English original, wrote another new preface, replaced chapter 13 in accordance with the German edition by her English version of »Idéologie und Terror: A Novel Form of Government,« and added, as chapter 14, an »Epilogue: Reflections on the Hungarian Revolution.« Karl Jaspers’ Geleitwort was not included; so far it has never been translated into English, but was reprinted in all German editions of Elemente und Ursprünge totaler Herrschaft.

1958 and 1962 – second and third German editions

A second, revised edition of Elemente und Ursprünge totaler Herrschaft is published by the Europäische Verlagsanstalt and the Büchergilde (also Frank-
furst/Main). Both companies release a third (unchanged) edition in 1962. – These editions are based on the 1955 German edition, chapter 14 of the second English edition is not included.

1958 – a German Sonderausgabe

In the series Sammlung »res publica«, Europäische Verlagsanstalt publishes the third part of the book separately, under the title Elemente totaler Herrschaft [Elements of Total Domination]. This edition, for which Hannah Arendt wrote a »Vorwort zur gekürzteren Ausgabe« [Foreword to the Abridged Edition], dated August, 1957, is also distributed as a special print by the Bundesministerium für gesamtdeutsche Fragen [Federal Ministry for All-German Affairs].


Harcourt Brace, in their pocketbook series »Harvest Books,« publish a three-volume edition: Antisemitism; Imperialism; Totalitarianism. – Hannah Arendt wrote new prefaces for the first and second volumes, while the third volume was prefixed by her »Introduction« to the complete edition of 1966 and 1967.

1973 ff. – fifth English edition

The Origins of Totalitarianism appear in a one-volume »new edition with added prefaces« as Harvest Book no. 244. – This last edition supervised by Hannah Arendt is grosso modo a reprint of the 1968 three-volume edition. In addition, it contains the »Preface« from the first English edition of 1951. – After Arendt’s death it sees several reprints, one of them (in 1986) by the London publishing house André Deutsch.

1975 – fourth German edition in three volumes


1986 ff. – fifth German edition

For the first time, Elemente und Ursprünge totaler Herrschaft, again assembled in one volume, appears in the German-Swiss publishing house Piper (Munich and Zurich). The book, Serie Piper paperback no. 645, is labelled »ungekürzte Ausgabe« and is a reprint of the 1975 Ullstein edition, enlarged by the preface to the first German edition of 1955. Since 1996 this edition, checked by the publisher, has received a new format (1014 pages as against 757 of the 1986 edition) and a new number: Serie Piper no. 1032.

Translations

Since the seventies the book, as a whole or in parts, has been translated into the following languages, either from the English or from the German original (places of publishing houses in brackets): Arabic (Beirut), Bulgarian (Sofia), Croatian (Zagreb), Czech (Prague), Danish (Copenhagen), French (Paris), Italian (Milan), Japanese (Tokyo), Polish (Warsaw), Portuguese (Rio de Janeiro, Lisbon, Sao Paulo), Rumanian (Bucharest), Russian (Moscow), Spanish (Madrid, Barcelona).

Note

The above information is taken from the bibliography of Hannah Arendt’s German and English works, which I compiled for the volume Hannah Arendt, Ich will verstehen: Selbstauskünfte zu Leben und Werk (Serie Piper, 1996), where further information can be found. For the translations into other languages, I used the Index translantionum, edited by UNESCO and since 1979 on CDROM.
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